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The safest 
country
in the world

Cultural & 
sporting events 
which put Monaco
apart with the 
world’s major cities

[

[

]

]

 120
nationalities
offering an “open 
window” to the world

[ ]300 days
of sunshine
a year[ ]

Situated where the French and Italian Rivieras 
meet, Monaco is in a truly exceptional 
geographical location. World renowned as 
a center of business excellence, it has been 
at the heart of history, arts and culture for 
over 700 years.

The Principality of Monaco is famous for its 
diverse international population with more 
than 120 nationalities represented.

It provides the ideal backdrop for students to learn 
and grow in a truly multicultural environment, 
inside and outside the classroom.

Summer is one of the best periods to discover the 
sovereign State of Monaco and its luxury ambiance.

The faculty body reflects the diversity of IUM with 
permanent faculty drawn from many different 
countries. Visiting faculty further enhance this 
multicultural and multilingual mix. IUM’s team 
of highly qualified professors adopt a hands-on 
learning approach and encourage all participants.

The Summer School allows participants to engage 
in an exciting and challenging program of learning 
while at the same time taking advantage of all that 
Monaco has to offer.

The Summer School is designed for 
college/university students willing 

to broaden their international 
perspective by discovering new 

cultures and environments.

International Challenges
& Multicultural Management

Event & Entertainment
Management

International Marketing:
Premium Services

 Introduction to international 
business & strategic thinking

 Sales component in 
international business

 Multicultural Challenges
 Event management

 Entertainment Industry

 Practical Approach

 Micro-Project
 Introduction to international 
business & strategic thinking

 Sales component in 
international business

 Multicultural Challenges

June 6th - June 16th, 2017

June 19th - June 30th, 2017

July 3rd - July 14th, 2017

2 weeks, 3 US-credits

2 weeks, 3 US-credits

2 weeks, 3 US-credits

Monaco

Summer School

SESSION 1

SESSION 2

SESSION 3
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International Challenges
& Multicultural Management

Session 1

INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS 
& STRATEGIC THINKING

The course provides an introduction to the theory and practice of modern business in a 
global environment and equips students with the basic tools for developing their strategic 
thinking. It introduces the fundamental concepts of management, the various functions of 
marketing, as well as human resource management. The course enables students to analyse 
and understand how these elements relate and impact on the external environment of 
business and economics, including their international components. Monaco has to offer.

SALES COMPONENT IN
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

Selling has always been a major part of 
International Business. The course is 
designed to provide the students with the 
main skills of professional selling, sales 
management and the negotiation process, 
namely at the international level in a B2B 
environment. The international aspect of 
selling and negotiating will be addressed as 
well as the cultural component of the communication process between buyers and sellers.

MULTICULTURAL CHALLENGES

In the Global World, there are so many dimensions of cultural diversity and respecting 
the literature, there are four major dimensions of culture power distance, uncertainty 
avoidance, individualism and masculinity. Some, or even all of them, affect a country’s 
political and social system. The course focuses on the international challenges, intercultural 
management challenges and opportunities associated with organizational management 
and business strategy in the global environment. Students will gain a general overview 
of the process and effect of internationalization in contemporary business, with detailed 
emphasis on the aspects of intercultural management: an introduction to theories, 
concepts and skills relevant to managing effectively in today’s global environment and 
multicultural dimension(s).

June 6th

-
June 16th, 2017

3 US Credits

Optional French 

language course

The course provides an 
introduction to the theory, 
concept and practice of business 
in an international environment. 
It focuses on challenges faced by 
businesses at the international 
and management level as well 
as opportunities associated with 
organizational management and 
business.
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Event & Entertainment
Management

Session 2

‘‘ PRATICAL APPROACH ’’
The event management course is designed to help students to explore the international 
event industry. It focuses on practical training to help students to conceive and to organize 
all aspects of indoor and outdoor events. This course covers strategic project management 
and planning from marketing and communication to sponsoring and budgeting. Students 
work across all kinds of international events including corporate social events, internal 
and external events, art exhibitions, sports competition, conferences, charity events, 
weddings, press conferences…

MICRO-PROJECT
Learning by practice is part of this summer session. Students will have to conceive their 
own or group microprojects, in the state of the art reality of the business industry, including 
legal and financial aspects.

EVENT MANAGEMENT
The summer course set up in Monaco approaches the way professional event managers design 
and prepare for an international event. It equips students with skills to organize different kind of 
events. From the project’s design itself, to the implementation of very specific actions, through 
team management, each step is analyzed to provide a flawless preparation of the perfect event.

ENTERTAINMENT INDUSTRY
An event involves the coordination of different professionals, and in order to gain entry to an 
exciting events career, students discover show business from business management (film and 
music industry, technics and security…) to the creative elements (performers, art…) to animate 
this special day. 

June 19th

-
June 30th, 2017

3 US Credits

Optional French 

language course

With more than hundreds 
of events within a year, the 
Principality of Monaco proves 
to be one of the favorite place 
between the French and Italian 
Riviera to organize international 
events. Take your first step into 
event management process to 
learn how to manage a personal 
or professional event.
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International Marketing:
Premium Services

Session 3

LUXURY MARKETING

We will explore new perspectives of luxury marketing in a changing World. Emerging markets 
are booming, creating what some have called a two-speed economy. The luxury sector thus 
sees itself serving a more globally mobile consumer with more and more varied cultural 
expectations of luxury. Indeed, leaders should keep a close eye on the changing business 
landscape and reframe their mental models to develop capabilities for successful emergence.

PROVIDE PREMIUM SERVICES

This course will focus on on the luxury sector at the international level, particularly from a 
marketing perspective, enabling students to appreciate and understand its new trends over 
the next decade with special attention brought to real estate, the Chinese luxury sector, luxury 
consumers, the Indian gem & jewellery industry global environment, and the multicultural 
dimension(s).

CONSUMERS PREMIUM REQUIREMENT

The luxury industry has experienced strong annual growth over the last two decades and continues 
to do so. It generated over 250 billion euros in 2014. However, not only focusing on “bling-bling” 
luxury fashion and jewellery brands, high-income worldwide consumers are now searching for 
unique and memorable service experiences, either in the hospitality sector (leisure or business) 
or in their daily life (services) providing them high-end well-being and unrivalled personal status. 
As a result, luxury industries and brands are shifting their marketing strategies to reach this new 
audience, giving rise to innovative concepts, strongly supported by new digital technologies. This 
course focuses on the increasingly complex behavior of luxury goods consumers and their premium 
requirements, new marketing responses from traditional luxury brands (such as Breitling, British 
Airways, SBM or Mandarin Oriental) and the fast-increasing value-added service industry.

FOOD & WINE

From tradition to strategic distribution, the luxury food and wine industry is a sector in full 
expansion. This part of the summer school session will not only cover a historical and cultural 
overview, but a strategic marketing vision of its Global market will be covered, as well as practical 
insight (including a company visit).

In this course students will become 
familiar with the key concepts and 
activities related to international 
marketing and premium services. 
Communication skills are enhanced 
through a consideration of the 
techniques of marketing, and students 
are introduced to the particularities 
of the luxury sector in France and the 
role of Monaco in this area.

July 3rd

-
July 14th, 2017

3 US Credits

Optional French 

language course



Activities French 
Language

Application & Fees
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TEAM BUILDING

Students come from all over the 
planet to follow the International 
University of Monaco summer 
school, and socializing activities 
are organized from the beginning 
to help them connect more rapidly 
with Monaco student life. More 
importantly these activities include 
soft skills development, leadership, 
organizational skill, public speaking...

DISCOVER THE FRENCH RIVIERIA

Located between the French and the Italian Riviera 
the Principality of Monaco is very well situated. 
Students can very easily visit and see sights between 
St Tropez, Cannes and San Remo. Transportation is 
easy, distances are short, and week end activities will 
be available.

COMPANY VISITS

Each session includes a company visit. The 
bridge between academics and business 
practice is crucial for the IUM pedagogy and 
philosophy. Monaco and the French Riviera 
is an ideal business Hub making a company 

visit in the covered sector desirable.

The Summer School in Monaco offers you a wide range of French learning activities. 
You can study French in a beautiful, sunny environment with professional teachers 
and well trained native speakers.

Our teaching is based on the most modern methods ; you can also become familiar with French 
culture, fashion and the customs of the country. We offer you a unique possibility to learn French, 
its well known cultural heritage, world wide famous gastronomy and literature. You do not only learn 
the language ; you also get to know of the French life style.

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
 Online Application Form filled and signed
 High School Diploma
 2 ID Pictures
 Copy of ID

Application Deadlines
First Session: May 31st, 2017
Second Session: June 10th, 2017
Third Session: June 30th, 2017

Accomodation
The University helps you in your research of the perfect accomodation during your Summer School. Ms 
Carine Voisin will provide you with information through the Intranet and Social Media. You will benefit 
from preferential rates.

Contact: reception@monaco.edu or +377.97.986.986

Fees
For 1 Session: 1.250 €
For 2 Sessions: 2.250 €
For 3 Sessions: 3.250 €

Application form available on:
www.monaco.edu



The International University of Monaco
is a partner of the INSEEC Group, one of the largest French educational institutions with campuses

in Paris, Bordeaux, Lyon, Chambery, London, Monaco, Geneva, Chicago, Shanghai and San Francisco

 UniversityOfMonaco         @IUM_monaco         ium-monaco         university_of_monaco

Application form available on:
www.monaco.edu SUMMER SCHOOL

Program

2, avenue Albert II
MC 98000 Monte-Carlo
Principality of Monaco

Tel: +377.97.986.986

For any further information, please contact Diana Chattahy
 +377.97.985.721
 dchattahy@monaco.edu


